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drew sizeable crowds. "They had good lines both days, Ginavin
told Autograph Collector. "There were 30 or 40 autograph seekers
in line at every station at all times. There was never a dead time."

In addition to fulfilling collectors' seemingly insatiable appe-
tites for all things Oz, Meinhardt Raabe, who played the Munchkin
coroner of Oz in the movie, donated a treasured new addition to
The Oz Museum with the help of local government officials.

According to the lopeka Capital-Journal, as part of the
festivities Shawnee County commissioners passed a resolution
naming Raabe a special deputy Coroner.

With his newly-appointed authority, Raabe signed and filed
an "official" Kansas death certificate for the Wicked Witch of the
East, whom he famously declared in the movie was "not only
merely dead, she's really most sincerely dead." The filing, the

newspaper reports, was "very nearly mostly in accordance with
state law."

A signed ceremonial copy of the one-of-a-kind document
is now displayed prominently among the museum's more than
2,000-piece collection of Oz memorabilia.

Under current Kansas law, original death certificates may be
released to the deceased's next of kin. Since the Wicked Witch of
the East has no known living relatives, Ginavin says his organiza-
tion is working with state officials to release the original copy to
the museum.

The 2006 OZtoberfest is scheduled for October 20. More
information is available at www.oztoberfest.com and www.ozmu-
seum.com. The great and powerful Oz has spoken.

-Joshua Platt
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Richard Simon-owner of Richard
Simon Sporls and an authenticator who
has worked with law enforcement agen-
cies-warns that unscrupulous individuals
will attempt to sell Berman's "magic balls" as
genuine, single-signed balls.

"Let's be frank," says Simon. "How
many hands are these balls going to go
through? At some point, if there is not full
disclosure, there could be a fraud perpe-
trated."

According to Kevin Keating, a respected
authenticator and owner of Quality Auto-
graphs & Memorabilia of Virginia, Inc., one
way collectors can protect themselves is
by examining single-signed balls under an

ultraviolet light.
"A black light will show the differential in the altered spot, or

spots, and the rest of the ball," Keating explains. "You can tell im-
mediately what has been altered."

The U// "telltale" is something Berman readily admits to. "l
want to stress the fact that I am not trying to deceive anybody,"
he said. "lf you look at one of my baseballs with an ultraviolet light,
it will be obvious...you're going to see that, indeed, they've been
doctored."

But for Simon, Berman's disclosure is not enough. In an ef-
fod to educate collectors about the potential for foul play, Simon
issued a "Forgery Alert" about Signed Baseball Magic in his email
newsletter.

-Joshua Platt
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Bettet collecting through
chemistry?

lan Berman, owner of Signed
Baseball Magic in Santa Rosa,
California, claims he turns "foul
balls into home runs." Berman

removes "unwanted signatures" from team
and multi-signed baseballs using "a secret
formula...a combination of a few different
chemicals." With the help of his daughter,
an experienced art restorer, Berman then
"finishes" the ball's surface. Thus, Berman
"creates" single-signed balls, which he
resells at a mark-up. For a fee, Berman also
will remove extraneous autographs and
inscriotions from balls sent to him bv other
collectors.

On his website Berman displays a Jackie Robinson "single-
signed" baseball that is part of his personal collection. The before
photo shows a signed ball that is inscribed, "To Fred, Best Wishes,
Jackie Robinson." Below Robinson's autograph is the signature of
Ford Frick. The after photo shows the ball without the Frick signa-
ture and inscriotion.

"lf you look at it with the naked eye you're going to think it's a
single-signed ball," Berman told Autograph Collector. "lf you look
at it with a magnifying glass, you're going to swear it's a single-
signed ball."

Berman says his balls are an affordable alternative for some
collectors with small budgets and big dreams.

"To the purists, who want a true single-signed ball, this is not
for them," Berman says. "l 'm looking for the person who can't
afford to buy the true single-signed ball and is happy to be able to
add to their collection this way."

Berman's customers give his service rave reviews. Others are
not so kind.

"l deplore the notion of altering a baseball," says Tom O'Neil,
a serious collector from New Jersey. "We are going from chemi-
cally-enhanced ballplayers to chemically-enhanced baseballs, all in
the pursuit of a higher value on the secondary market."

Autograph industry leaders express additional concerns.
Several who spoke with Autograph Collector questioned the
ethicality of Signed Baseball Magic's business. Customers buy-
ing balls directly from Berman receive a ceftificate of authenticity
documenting the item's original condition. Clients who commis-
sion Signed Baseball Magic to remove signatures from balls they
provide receive no such documentation, however.
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